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CHAPTER 15

Human-Capital Formation,
Asymmetric Information, and the
Dynamics of Internationa! Migration

Nancy K Chau and Oded Stark

1 Introduction

Whatever workers may take with them when they migrate, they cannot
possibly transfer their home country's information structure. Conse-
quently, foreign-country employers are not as well informed about home-
country workers as are home-country employers. Typically, migration
runs across cultures as well as countries. Foreign-country employers who
do not share the culture, background, and language of migrants as do
home-country employers lack a common framework for assessing the
quality and individual merits of migrant workers. For these reasons, the
skills of migrant workers cannot be easily discerned, and screening is
likely to be imprecise and expensive. In mainstream migration research,
incorporation of the natural assumption that migration is inherently asso-
ciated with a heterogeneous information structure (as opposed to the
homogeneous information structure that characterizes nonmigrant em-
ployment relationships) has, somewhat surprisingly, been an exception
rather than the rule (Kwok and Leland, 1982; Katz and Stark, 1987,1989;
Stark, 1991,1995).The relative ignorance of foreign employers should not
be taken as a constant, however. Exposure breeds familiarity, and
increased experience with employing migrants is bound to reduce infor-
mation asymmetries. Such a change can entail interesting dynamics. For
example, the accumulation of information erodes both the pooling of low-
skill migrant workers with high-skill migrant workers and the associated
wage-determination rule (viz., paying all migrants the same wage, based
on the average productivity of the entire cohort of migrants). Absent
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334 Chau and Stark

pooling, however, low-skill migrant workers may find it advantageous to
return-migrate (Stark, 1995).

There is little doubt that, in general, migration gives rise to human-
capital depletion in the home country. The standard argument holds that,
absent migration, the home country would have had available to it a
more skilled workforce and concomitantly would have enjoyed higher
per-capita output. Indeed, the "drain-of-brains" view has influenced
migration research for at least three decades now (Grubel and Scott,
1966), with the associated literature concentrating largely on how to mit-
igate this adverse consequence (Bhagwati and Wilson, 1989). However,
that migration induces skill formation has essentially escaped analysis.
Obviously, workers are not endowed with marketable skills at birth.
Skills are acquired, and their level is determined by optimizing workers
who, given their innate learning ability (efficiency in skill formation),
weigh the prospective market rewards for enhanced skills, both at home
and abroad, in addition to the cost of acquiring those skills.

The possibility of migration thus changes the opportunities set, the
incentive structure, and the information environment. Herein, study
these simultaneous changes and trace their implications. Specifically, we
depart from earlier approaches by dropping the strong simplifying
assumptions that the distribution of migrants' abilities and the monitor-
ing capabilities of migrants' employers are exogenously given. We endo-
genize the human-capital formation decisions of migrant workers and
allow the monitoring capabilities of employers to improve over time as
their experience with employing migrants accumulates. This allows us to
explore the intertemporal interactions among the decision to migrate,
the choice to undertake education, and the monitoring capabilities of
migrants' employers.

Our framework explains a number of pertinent characteristics of the
migration of skilled workers (the brain drain). For example, as the expe-
rience of employing migrants accumulates, the resulting intertemporal
adjustments in the probability of deciphering true skill levels lead to a
sequence of migratory moves that progressively selects higher skilled
workers. We argue that by raising the likelihood of discovering the true
qualities of workers, accumulation of experience with migrant employ-
ment enhances the incentive for brighter brains to migrate permanently,
while it reduces the incentive for low-ability workers to pursue migra-
tion. As the probability of discovery of abilities rises, the ability com-
position of subsequent migrant cohorts shifts rightward. Whenever the
average quality of a migrant cohort exceeds that of a previous cohort,
wage offers are bid upward, prompting a subsequent wave of migration
involving workers who are even more able. However, this is just a first-
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Human-Capital Formation and Migration 335

round effect. The accumulation of experience in employing migrants also
implies that both high- and low-ability workers are more likely to be dis-
covered. Accordingly, the probability of permanent migration by high-
ability workers and the extent of return migration by low-ability workers
rise simultaneously. The result is continuing improvement in the average
ability of migrant workers remaining in a country. Until the steady-state
equilibrium probability of discovery is reached, a virtual cycle of migra-
tion of the more able ensues as wage offers are adjusted over time favor-
ing migration of higher ability workers. Meanwhile, the wages of the
migrants who stay increase, though not because of an increase in their
human capital.

Our model extends earlier work by Katz and Stark (1987). We intro-
duce endogenous human-capital formation and examine the dynamics
of human-capital formation as well as the corresponding intertemporal
pattern of migration and return migration. We derive several dynamic
predictions that are consistent with a considerable body of empirical lit-
erature, as reviewed and synthesized by LaLonde and Topel (1997) and
Razin and Sadka (1997). Migration is a process, not an event. It is phased,
and it is sequential: Not all workers who migrate will move at the
same time. Each cohort of migrants includes workers who will stay and
workers who, with a well-defined probability, will return-migrate. Raven-
stein's century-old "law of migration" (1885, p. 199), which predicts that
"each main current of migration produces a compensating counter-
current" (often quoted, but not demonstrated analytically), turns out to
be an implication of our model. Within cohorts, migration is positively
selective (Stark, 1995).1 Cohort by cohort, the average quality of
migrants rises.2 The "cost of migration" is a decreasing function of the
stock of previous migrants for some workers, but it is an increasing func-
tion of that stock for others, contrary to the findings of Carrington,
Detragiache, and Vishwanath (1996): Migration of low-skill workers
pulls down the average of the marginal product of the contemporaneous
group of migrant workers, thereby lowering the wage of high-skill
workers. Conversely, the presence of high-skill migrant workers in a pool
of low-skill and high-skill workers enables low-skill workers to enjoy a
wage higher than their marginal product. As migration proceeds and
the cumulative stock of migrants rises, the probability of discovery rises.
This favors high-skill would-be migrants but dissuades low-skill would-

1 Returnees tend to be less well educated than the migrants who stay (DaVanzo, 1983;
Reilly, 1994).

2 Borjas (1987) provided evidence that the quality of migrant workers from western
Europe to the United States was increasing over the period 1955—1979. However, his
measures of quality were different from those we use.
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336 Chau and Stark

be migrants. Thus an increase in the stock of migrant workers confers a
positive externality on subsequent migration of high-skill workers, but a
negative externality on the migration of low-skill workers.

We pay particular attention to the change in the welfare of the home-
country population in the wake of international migration. In contrast
to the received welfare-theoretic analysis of the brain drain,3 we show
that when potential migrant workers incorporate the feasibility of migra-
tion in their education decisions, not only does the level of education
acquisition in the home country rise, but national welfare may rise as well,
if the contribution to national income by educated workers increases. We
show that a gain in national welfare generated by migration of educated
workers is possible given a positive probability of return migration by
educated workers once their true productivities are deciphered.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
model a home economy not open to migration and determine the extent
of education acquisition and the per-capita output as benchmarks for
subsequent comparisons. In Section 3 we present a two-country frame-
work. The information asymmetry between foreign employers and
home-country workers is introduced, and the effect of migrant employ-
ment experience on the probability of deciphering the true ability of
individual migrant workers is incorporated. In addition, we study the
education and migration decisions of home-country workers in the pres-
ence of asymmetric information. We also compare the resulting level of
education with that obtained in the absence of the possibility of migra-
tion. Section 4 analyzes the relationship between the dynamic process of
skilled-worker migration and the probability of discovery, as well as the
associated steady-state equilibrium probability of discovery. We trace the
circumstances under which migration progressively selects higher-ability
workers. In section 5 we conduct a welfare analysis and define conditions
under which national welfare improves when free migration of skilled
workers is permitted. Section 6 summarizes the analysis.

2 An Economy without Migration

2.1 Production

During each time period t the home economy h produces a single com-
posite good in two sectors: An unskilled sector u and a skilled sector

3 The primary conclusion of Grubel and Scott (1966) and Berry and Soligo (1969) was that
whereas very low levels of migration have no impact on the welfare of those who stay
behind, finite levels of migration unambiguously reduce welfare.
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Human-Capital Formation and Migration 337

s. Output in the unskilled sector during time t is generated through a
simple constant-returns-to-scale production function X*t= ah

uLt, where L,
denotes the number of workers employed in sector u. Similarly, output
in the skilled sector is given by a constant-returns-to-scale production
function Xs

t = ah
sEt, where Et is the input of skilled labor measured in

efficiency units. Thus, ah
u is the marginal and average product of a worker

in sector u, and ah
s is the marginal and average product of an efficiency

unit of labor in the skilled sector. Without loss of generality, the price of
a unit of output is assumed to be unity. There is perfect competition
in both output and factor markets. Therefore, the wage paid by profit-
maximizing employers to a worker in the unskilled sector is wh

u = ah
u,

and the wage paid for an efficiency unit of work in the skilled sector is
wj = at

2.2 Individuals and the Population

In each period, N individuals are born. Individuals live for two periods.
Thus, the population size during any time period is 2N. Individuals
are characterized by endowments and preferences. Each individual is
endowed with one unit of physical labor (a pair of hands) and with innate
ability (talent) 0 e [0, oo]. The distribution of 6 over the population is
summarized by a cumulative distribution function F(0), where F(6) is
continuously differentiate and is associated with a strictly positive
density function f(9). Assume, in addition, that the expectation of 0 [Jo 0
f(0) dO] is finite. Denote by yt the income of the individual in period t.
The individual's preferences are summarized by a utility function u(yh

yt+i). To simplify, we take u(yh yt+1) = yt + fyt+u where 0 < ft < 1 is the
time discount rate.

An individual born during any time period t faces the following
choice: remain uneducated and work in the u sector for the two periods
of his life, or spend the first time period acquiring education and work
in the s sector in the second period of his life. Acquiring education
involves a direct cost c that is incurred at the beginning of period t.
Having no funds, the individual borrows c in a perfectly competitive
credit market where the interest rate is assumed to be zero. The edu-
cated individual, whose innate ability is 0, supplies 9 efficiency units of
labor to the skilled sector. The supply of efficiency units of labor by an
uneducated individual in the s sector is zero, irrespective of his level of
innate ability. The labor input supplied by a worker in the unskilled
sector is independent of his innate abilities and is equal to his physical-
labor endowment (one unit).

It follows that the discounted lifetime utility of an educated worker
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338 Chau and Stark

is equal to his discounted second-period income, net of education
costs:

The discounted lifetime utility of an uneducated worker is:

Thus, an individual whose innate ability is 0 will decide to acquire edu-
cation if YJ (0) > Y", but will choose to remain uneducated otherwise.
We thus have

Y,' (0) > Y,« « p(wiO - c) s>

or,

That is, individuals whose 0 > 0* will become skilled workers, and indi-
viduals whose 6 < 0* will remain unskilled.

Therefore, the 2iV individuals from the "young" and the "old" gener-
ations are distributed across three activities: work in the u sector, work
in the s sector, and acquisition of education. Because the fraction of un-
educated workers per generation is F(0*), the number of uneducated
workers in the population is 2NF(0*).The fraction of the old generation
employed in the s sector is 1 - F(0*). The number of individuals
employed in the s sector is thus N[l - F(0*)]. Finally, because a fraction
1 - F(0*) of the young generation pursues education, the number of
individuals being educated during any time period is A [̂l — F(0*)]. Of
course, 2NF(0*) + N[l - F(0*)] + N[l - F(0*)] = IN. From our previ-
ous analysis it can be confirmed that 0* is decreasing in wh

s: The higher
the rewards to education, given 0, the larger the fraction of individuals
who will invest in education, [1 — F(0*)], and the larger the number of
individuals who will do so, N[\ — F(0*)].

2.3 Production and Equilibrium

An equilibrium in the economy, at any time, is fully characterized by
the parameter 0*. Once 0* is known, the allocation of labor across the
two employment options and the associated outputs of the two sectors
are given. The output of the u sector is X?= wj2NF(0*). In addition,
total labor input (measured in efficiency units) in the skilled sector is
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Human-Capital Formation and Migration 339

Et = Nfe*6f(0)d0.A The resulting s-sector output is therefore Xs
t =

We can now calculate the value of national output, net of education
expenditures, and investigate the dependence of national output on 0*.
We denote by V(0*) the time-invariant value of national output, net of
the cost of education. We have

V(6*) = N{2wh
uF{0*) + J~ w*0/(0)dd - c[l - F(0*)]}

Output per capita is thus

v(0*) = ±{2wh
uF(0*) + [w*9f(G)dd - c[l - F(0*)]} (15.1)

It follows that5

= \ [-vie* /(<?*)+2wk
Hf(o*)

<0

The value of per-capita output is decreasing in 0*. Recall that an
increase in #* is equivalent to a reduction in the fraction of the educated
workforce. It follows that per-capita output increases as the share of edu-
cated workers increases. Starting from an equilibrium in which there is
no governmental interference in individuals' decisions to acquire edu-
cation, it follows that per-capita output increases as the share of edu-
cated workers increases. Note that if in the far-right-hand side of
dv(6*)ld6* we have ft = 1, then dv(O*)ldO* = 0. In other words, if indi-
viduals do not discount future income, the invisible hand is nicely at
work: The level of 0* chosen by individuals who maximize expected life-
time utility is exactly the same level of 0* that a social planner will choose
to maximize per-capita output.

4 The average number of efficiency units of labor supplied by a skilled worker is ie*9f(d)
d0/JQ*f(d) dO. Because there are Af[l - F(0*)] skilled workers, their total supply of skilled
work is [!e*6f(e)dO/&f(d)d9]N[l - F(0*)] - N!e*0f(6)d0.

5 To derive the last equality, note that from the definition of 0*, w$* - c = (1 +
Hence, wh

s0* -2wh
u-c =(1 -
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340 Chau and Stark

3 A Two-Country World with Migration

3.1 The Foreign Economy

The foreign economy / also consists of a u sector and an s sector.
We denote by L, and LT the numbers of foreign workers and migrant
workers employed in the u sector, respectively. The output of the u
sector is Xt= af

u(Lt + LT). The output of the s sector, X% is governed
by the production function Xs

t = a{(Et + ET), where Et denotes the
foreign workforce (measured in efficiency units) employed in the s
sector and ET is the input of the migrant workforce, also measured in
efficiency units. We assume that the foreign country uses superior
technologies relative to economy h in both its u and s sectors, so
that a{ > a*, i = u, s. Perfect competition in both output and factor
markets guarantees that the wage paid by profit-maximizing employers
to a worker in the unskilled sector is wf

u = a{ > ah
u = wj, and the

wage paid to an efficiency unit of work in the skilled sector is w{ = a{ >
ah

s = wj .
Foreign employers are assumed to be perfectly aware of the true abil-

ities of indigenous workers. However, the true abilities of individual
migrant workers are unknown. Each migrant worker can nevertheless be
distinguished as belonging to one of two identifiable groups of
workers: educated or uneducated. Following our specification in Section
2, wage payments to uneducated migrant workers by profit-maximizing
employers depend only on the sector of employment, not on individual
abilities. In particular, an uneducated migrant worker receives zero
wages in the s sector, because the efficiency labor input of such a worker
in this sector is zero. Similarly, an uneducated migrant worker in the u
sector receives w{ as a wage payment because the physical labor input
of such a worker in the u sector is one. The same wage-determination
procedure no longer applies to educated migrant workers, however,
when the educated migrant workforce consists of individuals with
heterogeneous abilities.

At any time f, let the wage offer to an educated migrant worker
whose true ability is unknown to foreign employers be w{da

t, where 6a
t

denotes the average supply of efficiency labor inputs by the migrant
population having unknown individual abilities. In addition, let the total
number of migrants at any time r be MT, and let the cumulative number
of migrants until time t - 1 be M,_i = 2^=oitT. We assume that with
probability ra, = m(Mt-^) the actual productivity of a worker who sup-
plies 0 ¥= 0? amount of skilled labor will be discovered. The probability
of discovery, mh is taken to be strictly positive, increasing in migrant
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Human-Capital Formation and Migration 341

hiring experience, ra'(M,_i) > 0,6 and bounded from above with
limAf/1^oom(Mf_1) = m < 1. Once the true ability of a worker is discov-
ered by one foreign employer, the same information becomes instantly
available to all foreign employers (this follows from our assumption of
perfect competition in factor markets); hence the wage payment for such
a worker in the s sector of the foreign country is determined by his true
ability 0.

3.2 The Individuals Revisited

Migration entails a per-period cost k that can be perceived as the cost of
separation from home. We take this cost to be independent of the level
of education acquired and of the stock of migrants. Accordingly, under
symmetric information, the per-period income, net of the separation cost
for an educated worker who migrates to the foreign country, is just
wf

s0 — k. Figure 15.1 illustrates the income schedules for an educated
worker in the home country and in the foreign country. The value of 6
corresponding to the point of intersection, 6 = kl(w{ - wj), denotes a
critical level of innate ability such that any educated home-country
worker with an innate ability 6 > 6 enjoys a higher income in the foreign
country, net of the migration cost, than at home. In the absence of asym-
metric information, the most talented will migrate, whereas skilled
workers endowed with ability less than 6 will remain in the home country
because the per-period foreign wage, net of the cost of migration, (w{6
— k), is less than the corresponding home-country wage (wh

s0).
Once the prevalence of asymmetric information and the possibility

of migration are incorporated into the decision-making calculus of the
home-country workers, the problem of a worker born at any time t spans
two consecutive periods. In the first period, an individual may acquire
education and incur its cost c. Otherwise, the individual finds employ-
ment in the unskilled sector of the home country or the foreign country.
In the second period, the uneducated individual reviews his migration
decision and chooses to work either in the home country or in the foreign
country. For an educated worker, there are four possible, more elaborate
second-period employment options:

1. An educated worker of ability 6 chooses to migrate. With prob-
ability mt the true ability of the worker is discovered, and the
worker return-migrates. With the complementary probability
1 — mt the true ability of the worker is not discovered, and he

6 A prime denotes the first derivative with respect to M,-\.
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342 Chau and Stark

income

- k

Figure 15.1.

remains in the foreign country. The expected income of such a
worker, net of the cost of education, y\d, is thus

yf{6) = m,wh
sd + (1 - - k )

2. An educated worker of ability 6 chooses to migrate. With prob-
ability mt the true ability of the worker is discovered, and the
worker remains in the foreign country, receiving w{6. With the
complementary probability 1 - mt the true ability of the worker
is not discovered, and the worker remains in the foreign country,
in which case he receives w{9a

t. In this case, the expected income
net of the education cost, y{{0), is thus
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Human-Capital Formation and Migration 343

yf{6) = m,(w{e - k) + (1 - m,iw!0° -k)-c

3. An educated worker of ability 0 chooses to migrate. With prob-
ability mt the true ability of the worker is discovered, and the
worker remains in the foreign country, receiving wf

s6. With the
complementary probability 1 — ra, the true ability of the worker
is not discovered, and the worker return-migrates. The expected
income of such a worker, net of the cost of education, y\u (0), is
thus

yr
t
u(6) = mt(w

f
s0 - k) + (1 - mt)w

h
s0 - c

4. An educated worker of ability 6 chooses not to migrate and
receives a net income, y? (0), of

with probability one.7

Figure 15.2 depicts these four options and the choices among them.
Given 6a

t and Mt-U the expected income schedules in the four regimes,
y\{6) + c (« = rd,f9 ru, h\ are illustrated by the lines RdRd, FF, RUR\ and
HH, respectively. RdRd is the income schedule of migrant workers who
return upon discovery. RURU represents the income schedule of migrant
workers who return if their true abilities remain undiscovered. HH and
FF denote the income schedules of permanent home-country workers
and permanent migrants, respectively. Note in particular that RdRd and
FF coincide with the horizontal income schedule w{6a

t — k, and RURU coin-
cides with the home wage schedule HH whenever ra, = 0. In addition,
RdRd coincides with the home wage schedule, and RURU and FF coincide
with the foreign wage schedule whenever ra, = 1, the case of perfect
information elaborated earlier.

Observe from Figure 15.2 that when 0 < ra, < 1, the maximum
second-period expected income of an educated worker (indicated by
the bold segmented line) is demarcated by two critical values of innate
abilities: 0 and 0£ where the former (latter) denotes the innate ability

7 In general, there can be two additional migration regimes for educated home-country
workers: (5) An educated worker migrates. With probability m, the true ability of the
worker is discovered, and the worker remains in the foreign country to engage in w-sector
employment. With probability 1 - mt the worker receives wffi in the foreign country. (6)
An educated worker migrates. With probability m, the true ability of the worker is dis-
covered, and the worker return-migrates to engage in M-sector employment in the home
country. With probability 1 - mh he receives w{&l in the foreign country. Later, we show
that neither of these options will be pursued by educated migrant workers as long as wj
is sufficiently small and k is sufficiently large.
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expected
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Figure 15.2.

of a migrant who is indifferent between regimes 1 and 2 (regimes 2 and
3). A comparison of the migration patterns shown in Figures 15.1 and
15.2 reveals that under asymmetric information, the most talented
workers (with 0 > 6{) will return-migrate with strictly positive prob-
ability 1 - mt. The inability of foreign employers to decipher the true
ability of migrant workers thus acts as a tax on the returns to migration
for the most talented workers. In particular, the innate ability of a
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migrant who is indifferent between regimes 2 and 3, 6f
t, can be found by

noting that

(1 - m,)(w/0,a - k) + mt(w
f
s0 -k) = (l~ mt)w

h
s6 + mt(w{0 - k)

wh.

Note further that because RdRd and FF intersect only once, all edu-
cated migrants with ability 0 < 6{can be classified into one of two groups
once their true capabilities are detected: return migrants and permanent
migrants. This follows from the definition of 0, the critical innate-ability
level at which the home and the foreign wage schedules intersect. Once
his true ability is discovered, an educated worker with low ability 6 < 0
will choose to work in the home country, where the per-period return
is the highest. To see this, note that a migrant with innate ability 0 is
indifferent between regimes 1 and 2 if and only if

(1 - mt){wfX - k) + mtw
h

s6 = (1 - m,)(w/0,a - k) + mt(w
f
s0 - k)

<=f> wh
s9 = w{0 - k

Finally, HH lies below the bold segmented line for all values of 9. As
long as 6a

t > 0 and mt is strictly between zero and unity, the probability
that an educated migrant will earn a higher wage in the foreign country
is strictly positive. In particular, from the definition of 0, if 0 < 0, wffi —
k > WsO. In addition, w{0 - k > wh

s6 if 0 > 0. It follows that if return
migration is always an option open to migrant workers, an educated
worker will never choose to work only in the home country. We sum-
marize this discussion in the following proposition:

Proposition 1. / / 0? > 0
1. Educated workers with innate ability 0 < 0 migrate. In addition,

return migration yields the maximum second-period income once
the true ability of such educated workers is discovered.

2. Educated workers with innate ability 0 e (0, 0{] migrate. In addi-
tion, employment in the foreign country yields the maximum
second-period income once the true ability of such educated
workers is discovered.

3. Educated workers with innate ability 0 > 0{ migrate. In addition,
return migration yields the maximum second-period income if the
true ability of such educated workers is not discovered.
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Proof. All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
We now proceed to the first-stage education choice by comparing

the expected utilities for an educated worker and an uneducated worker
over the two periods. To focus on the analysis of migration of skilled
workers, we assume that k is sufficiently large, with wf

u — k < wJ:The per-
period foreign income, net of the migration cost, for an uneducated
worker is lower than his unskilled wage in the home country. It follows
that

The inequality on the right-hand side in the first line states that the life-
time utility from working at home is higher than the utility from migrat-
ing in the first period of life and the utility from working at home in the
second period. The inequality on the right-hand side in the second line
states that the lifetime utility from working at home is higher than the
utility from working at home in the first period of life and the utility from
migrating in the second period. Because (1 + fi)wh

u > (1 + fi)(wf
u — k)

follows from wh
u > wf

u — k, it follows that migration of the unskilled
always yields a lower lifetime utility, irrespective of the timing and
duration of migration.

With that in mind, we denote the expected lifetime utility ut-\{6) of a
worker with innate ability G born at time t — 1 as

11^(0) = Et^{max[l3yt(9l (1 + P)wh
u}}

where y(d) = m<xx[y?(0ly{(0),yr
t
u(0\yX0)l and Et-x(-) denotes the

expectation operator, with the expectation taken over all possible values
of ra, at time t - l.The expected lifetime utility ut-x{6) can be determined
by comparing the expectation of the discounted lifetime income of an
educated worker, Z?,_i[/?y,(0)], and the discounted lifetime income of
an uneducated worker, (1 + j3)wt To do so, additional assumptions
regarding the determination of the expected future foreign wage offers,
Qa

t, and the probability of discovery, ra,, are required. In what follows,
we endow individuals with the faculty of rational expectations, such that
£»-iW = *t>

Consider, then, the lifetime utility of an individual born at time
t — 1, with 6 <0. From Proposition 1, such a worker strictly prefers
regime 1 if educated, and hence the expectation of his discounted
lifetime income is just /3yr

t
d(0). Education therefore yields a higher life-

time utility than no education if and only if (5yr
t
d(0) > (1 + fi)wh

m or if and
only if
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mtws

Note that 0,er is strictly increasing in wh
m c, and A:. We thus have the fol-

lowing result: All else remaining constant, the higher is the unskilled wage
and the higher is the cost of education, the smaller will be the fraction of
the home-country population acquiring education [1 - F(0f)]. Interest-
ingly, an increase in the cost of migration k also deters education by home-
country workers. Education not only varies wage earnings at home and
abroad, it also renders migration a feasible option. An increase in the
cost of migration weakens the migration incentive for acquiring educa-
tion. Finally, 0fr is also increasing in mt whenever d6e

t
rldmt = (l/wjra,)(w{0?

- k - wh
sd

e
t
r) > 0, which in turn holds because 0fr < 0. An increase in the

probability of discovery mt lowers the education incentives of low-ability
workers - the probability that these workers will be pooled with high-
ability workers is lower, and therefore the expected returns to their
acquisition of skills are lower. It follows that the fraction of the home-
country workers who remain uneducated rises as m, rises, all else remain-
ing constant.

Similarly, the lifetime utility of an educated individual with 0 e [0, 0{)
is higher than the utility of an unskilled worker if and only if
(1 + fi)wh

U9 or if and only if

/3[mt{wf
s6 - k) + (1 - mt){w{0° - k) - c]> (1 + /?)w*

irw» <<1m<iw& k) + c + rntk\
p J mtw[

where Of is increasing in IVJ, c, and k and also in mh provided that
dO?ldmt = (\lwf

smt)(w
f
sd

a
t- wW) > 0.

With 0fr and Of now established, there are two critical levels of innate
ability that further divide the home-country population into two groups:
uneducated and educated.8 Simple manipulation of the definitions of
0fr and Of yields the following result:

8 Given 0e
t
r and 0?t we are now in a position to demonstrate the conditions under which

no educated return migrant will be employed in the u sector of the home country. To this
end, note that in equilibrium, fyr,d(9V) = (1 + P)wi> An educated worker is strictly better
off working in the skilled sector if and only if vvjflf > H>£ as the skill level of all educated
workers is no less than 0?'. From the definition of 0Y we have
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Proposition 2
1. / / 0e

t
r<6: Workers with innate ability 6>6e

t
r are better off

acquiring education. The lifetime utility of workers with 6 < 6e
t
r

is maximized by remaining uneducated.
2. / / 0? > 6: Workers with innate ability 0 > Of are better off

acquiring education. The lifetime utility of workers with 6 < 6f
is maximized by remaining uneducated.

If 6e
t
r < 0, Of defines a critical ability level that divides the home-country

population into educated and uneducated workers. Now the home-
country population consists of four groups of individuals: uneducated
home-country workers (with 0 < Of), educated workers who migrate
and return upon discovery (with Of < 0 < 0), educated permanent
migrants (with 6 < 0 < 0{), and educated workers who migrate and
return if their true ability is not discovered (with 0 > 6{). This parti-
tioning is as follows:
I 1 ± 1 1 ^

o or e ea
t e{ e

Uneducated Educated Educated Educated migrate
work at home migrate, return migrate and stay

upon discovery, and stay upon discovery,
but stay upon but return upon
nondiscovery nondiscovery

Note again that under asymmetric information, all individuals with
0 > 6 do not permanently migrate. As noted earlier, asymmetric infor-
mation penalizes high-ability migrant workers, because with probability
1 - mt such migrants do not receive the foreign wage that accords with
their abilities. More important, upon return migration, the home-country
population consists of individuals with the lowest and highest ability
levels.

If 0e
t
r > 6, then workers with 0 < 0, as well as workers with 6 < 6 <

I Q
rnt [_ p

= wh +-

if wi is sufficiently small. In addition, because wf
u - k < wh

u, by transitivity, w$fr > wh
u >

wf
u - k. Hence, migration regimes 5 and 6, as discussed in footnote 7, will not be pursued

by any educated migrant worker.
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Of, remain uneducated. Therefore, the home-country population consists
of only three groups: uneducated home-country workers (with 0 < Of),
educated permanent migrants (with 0f<0< 0{), and educated home-
country workers who return upon nondiscovery (with 0 > 0{). Again, the
partitioning is as follows:
I j . 1 1 1 ^

0 0 Of 0* 0{ 0

Uneducated Educated Educated migrate,
work at home migrate stay upon discovery,

and stay but return upon
nondiscovery

As in the previous case, home-country workers consist of individuals
with the lowest ability levels and the highest ability levels upon return
migration. The possibility of migration leads to the home country's per-
manent loss of all migrant workers with skill levels Of < 0 < 0{, because,
from part 2 of Proposition 1, y{(0) > yr

t
d(0) for every Of < 0 < 0\. Note

also that because, by definition, 0a
t\% the average skill level for all undis-

covered migrant workers at time t, while Of is the skill level for the
lowest-ability migrant worker, it must be the case that 0a

t > Of, as shown
in the preceding diagram.

Comparisons of 0* and 0f, and of 0* and Of yield the following:

Proposition 3. The fraction of the home-country population pursuing
education in the presence of migration opportunities is always higher than
the fraction of the home-country population pursuing education in the
absence of migration opportunities.

Proposition 3 reveals that the increase in the incentive to pursue educa-
tion when migration offers a more attractive wage to the educated leads
the home country to a higher degree of educational attainment. Yet it
should also be noted that the increase in the fraction of educated workers
in the home country due to the prospect of migration does not neces-
sarily imply that the number of educated workers who stay and work in
the home country increases.To see this, consider the case of 0e

t
r > 0. From

the definitions of Of and 0* we have

- k)

wh
s0* = mt{wf

s0
e/ - wf

s0?) + wf
s0? - k

^ l -k
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where the last inequality follows because Of < 6a
t. In addition, because,

by definition, w{0? - k = w%, we have w?0* < w$f
h or 0* < d{. Hence,

the group of workers who acquire^ education in response to the prospect
of migration (with skill levels 0 < 0f < 0 < 0* < 0{) belongs to the
group of permanent migrants. As a result, the prospect of migration not
only leads to a loss for the home country of those educated workers with
0 > 0/(>0*) who stay in the foreign country upon discovery, it also leads
to the preclusion of any increase in the educated workforce in the home
country, as a result of the possibility of migration. In what_ follows, we
therefore focus our attention on the case in which 0fr < 0, where the
four "modes of employment" are present simultaneously.9 As we
elaborate further, the possible return migration of those workers who
would not have had the incentive to acquire education in the absence of
migration opportunities allows a possible economy-wide gain in spite of,
and along with, a brain drain.

4 The Dynamics of Migration

With 0fr and Q{ defined, we now analyze the process of migration and the
evolution of wage offers as experience with employing migrants accu-
mulates over time. Given an initial experience associated with Mo, migra-
tion from the home country in subsequent periods can be summarized
by the vector {0?, 0fr, 0f}, the elements of which are in turn solutions to
the following system of simultaneous equations:

fof(O)dO

Of = w'e'~ k (15.3)

9 For ee
t
r < 0, we require that

m,u>*0 + (1 - m,)(w>/0; - k) - c > -

Because 6? > 0, the left-hand side of the preceding inequality is greater than m, wh
s0 +

(1 - mt)(w
f
se - k) - c = wh

sd - c = w£k/(w{ - H>?) - c. It follows that

m^d + (1 -mt)(w!e: -k)-c>wh
s -±— -c> (1 + ®"*

ws ws p
whenever wj is sufficiently small and k is sufficiently large.
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J w u (1 mt)(w& k) + c\ (15.4)
mtws L p J

On multiplying both sides of equation (15.2) by w{, the equation can be
interpreted as requiring the wage offer to each migrant with unknown
ability at time t to be equal to the average ability of the migrant cohort
with unknown individual ability at time t, multiplied by the wage rate
per efficiency unit of labor. Equations (15.3) and (15.4) require, respec-
tively, that the extent of migration and the education decision follow
from the expected utility maximization described in Section 3.10 From
equation (15.3) we observe further that

and on rewriting equation (15.2),

Equation (15.5) captures the supply side of the migrant labor market,
that is, the foreign-country wage of an undiscovered migrant worker at
time t, wf

s6
a
t, is just sufficient to induce the supply of educated workers

with ability 6 < 0{who are willing to stay and work in the foreign country
at the wage w{0a

t. Equation (15.6) holds that if 0{represents the ability of
the most able migrant worker who prefers wf

s6
a
t — k to his home wage,

and Of represents the ability of the least able migrant worker, l/w{of the
wage offer at time t (which reflects the willingness to pay for migrant
work) is equal to the average ability of the migrant workforce, with
unknown individual abilities, at time t.

Figures 15.3 and 15.4 depict the supply (SS) and demand (DD) rela-
tionships spelled out in equations (15.5) and (15.6) respectively. The
intersection points A in Figure 15.3 and B in Figure 15.4 depict equilib-
rium combinations of 9a

t and 0{ that simultaneously satisfy equations
(15.2)-(15.4), given mt. It can be confirmed that both DD and SS are
upward-sloping.11 Note also that, in general, DD can be flatter or steeper

10 A natural question is whether or not a solution to the preceding system exists. In the
Appendix we provide an existence proof and spell out the required assumptions.

11 From equation (15.5), the slope of the supply relationship (d(%/dO{) I ss can be written
as:
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D'

Figure 15.3.

than SS, depending on the exogenous parameters of the model. Consider,
for example, the effect of an exogenous increase in the probability of
discovery mt when SS is steeper than DD, as in Figure 15.3. An increase
in ra, shifts the DD curve upward, while the SS curve remains
unchanged.12

From the demand relationship in equation (15.6), we confirm, in the Appendix, that the
slope (dd?/dO{) I DD is

r>0

12 To see this, note from equation (15.6) that for any given value of di an increase in mt

leads to an upward shift of the DD curve, because

F(e!)-F(e:r)

(
F(Of

t)-F(Oe
t
r

{e; -k-wh
se

e
t
r

mtw
h

s
> 0
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D

D'

Figure 15.4.

An increase in ra, reduces the number of workers with low ability
who acquire education at time t - 1 [1 - F{0f)\ because workers
endowed with rational expectations correctly anticipate the future value
of ra, in their human-capital calculus. As a result, the average ability (and
hence the demand price) of migrants rises for any given 6{ because an
increase in ra, shifts the skill composition of the migrant population in
the foreign country to the right.

Note further that an increase in ra, has no direct effect on the supply
side of the migrant labor market. 0{ divides the home-country popula-

where the first equality follows from equation (15.A1) in the Appendix, and the second
equality follows from equation (15.A3) in the Appendix. It follows, therefore, that DD
shifts upward when ra, increases, or (d0°/dmt) \e

f
lCOQSt > 0. In addition, from equation

(15.5),

d0a
t |

dm,
= 0

Hence, SS is independent of ra,.
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354 Chau and Stark

tion into two subgroups: a subgroup that consists of low-ability individ-
uals (with w$ < w{&\ - k) who are better off remaining in the foreign
country only if their true abilities are not discovered, and a subgroup
that consists of individuals (with wty > w{da

t - k) who receive a higher
home wage than wf

s6
a
t - k. It follows that 6a

t alone determines the value
of 6i given the wage schedules in the home country and the foreign
country.

The new equilibrium pair 0a
t and 6{ is depicted as point A' in Figure

15.3, where both the average ability of migrants and 0f rise as a result of
an increase in mt. In contrast, starting from a point such as B in Figure
15.4, where SS is flatter than DD, an increase in ra,, together with the
associated shift of the DD curve, implies reductions in both 0a

t and 6{, as
depicted by point B'. We denote the solutions to the system of simult-
aneous equations (15.2)-(15.4) as 0{(mh c, wfj),; = tf,/, er. Applying our
preceding arguments for the case of an increase in c and for the case of
an increase in wh

m we obtain the first two parts of the following result;
the third part will be reasoned momentarily.

Proposition 4
1. 0%mt, cy w

h
u) is increasing in mt, c, and wh

u if and only if SS is
steeper than DD or, equivalently, if and only if

(e{ - et)f{e{) w{ (e; - er)f(or) d - m,)w{ y

F(e()-F(er)w! F(o{)-F{or) m,w
h
s

2. 6f
t(mty cy Wu) is increasing in mb c, and wh

u if and only if equation
(15.7) is satisfied.

3. 0?r(mf, c, w») is increasing in mt if and only if

w{o*kwhe? de? ( 1 5 8 )
>

(l-m,)w/ dmt

Regarding part 3 of Proposition 4, note that from equations (15.2)-
(15.4),

Mr _ Kfr" - k - nfoD - (1 - mg)w!(d0?/dmt)
hdmt mtw

h
s

In general, therefore, an increase in mt has an ambiguous effect on the
incentives of workers with low ability levels to acquire education and
migrate. The term (wf

s0
a
t - k - wffi) > 0, which is equal to the reduction

in wages when the true ability of the marginal educated worker (the
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worker whose skill level is 6e
t
r) is discovered, captures the negative incen-

tive that an increase in ra, has on the education-cum-migration decision
of low-ability workers. This negative incentive, however, coincides with
the positive incentive that arises due to the increase in 6a

t that, contin-
gent on equation (15.7) holding, occurs as more high-ability workers
migrate abroad because of an increased ra,. It follows that the negative
incentive effect of an increase in ra, dominates the positive incentive
effect whenever the increase in 6a

t with respect to ra, is sufficiently low,
as in equation (15.8), in which case dde

t
rldmt > 0.

Proposition 4 completely summarizes the intertemporal variations of
da

t, 0£ and 6e
t
r for any given probability of discovery ra,. Because migrant

employment experience is cumulative, and the probability of discovery
at any time t + 1 depends on the accumulation of migrant employment
experience until time t - 1 [ra-1(ra,)] plus the increment in the total
volume of migration at time t

Mt = N[(l - mt){F(6) - F[er(mn c, wh
u)]} + F[6{{mn c, wh

u)]

- F(6) + ra,{l - F[ef(mn c, wh
u)]}]

the law of motion governing the process of migration therefore depends
only on the evolution of ra,, with

if ra, < ra

ra otherwise

where m~\m{) = Mo is given.
A steady state of equation (15.9) is denoted ra* such that ra, = ra,+1

= ra*.The steady-state values of 0/will be denoted as 0jJ = a,/, er.The
values of dj are determined using equations (15.2)-(15.4) once m* is
determined.

Proposition 5. / / equation (15.7) is satisfied and the initial probability
of discovery mx is such that 6ai{mh c, w*) > 6, then the only steady state-
equilibrium probability of discovery ra* is equal to ra.

This result is straightforward, from Proposition 4.13 In essence, the
requirement that equation (15.7) be satisfied guarantees that accumula-
tion of migrant employment experience and hence the probability of

13 We are grateful to Yoram Weiss for pointing out that the steady-state assumption can
also be supported by an alternative experience-accumulation formulation in which a per-
period depreciation rate can be used to capture the fact that recent migrants provide
more information on the quality of the current wave of migrants.
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discovery will lead to a sequence of migratory moves from the home
country over time. In the process, the average productivity of the
migrants improves, not only because of an increase in the incentive
for brighter individuals to migrate as the probability of discovery rises
but also because of the simultaneous decline in the willingness of the
lowest-ability individuals to acquire education and migrate. Such a cumu-
lative process implies that the only long-run equilibrium consistent
with an initial condition that yields a positive rate of migration is such
that the probability of discovery no longer improves even when Mt

increases.14

5 The Possibility of a Welfare Gain

Denote by 6er and 6f the solutions derived from the system of simulta-
neous equations (15.2)-(15.4), given m.

At any time period, the total home-country population 2N is distrib-
uted as follows: The N young individuals are divided into two groups:
NF(6er) who are uneducated and work, and N[l - F(6er)] who acquire
education and do not work. The N old individuals are divided into two
groups: NF{6er) who are uneducated and work in the home country, and
the rest who engage in migration. These workers, in turn, are divided into
three groups: migrants who, with probability m, will return-migrate and,
with probability 1 - ra, will remain in the foreign country (consisting
of N[F(G) - F(der)] individuals); permanent migrants (N[F0f) - F(0)]);
migrants who, with probability 1 — ra, will return-migrate and, with prob-
ability ra, will remain in the foreign country (N[l - F(df)]). There are
thus N{ra[F(0) - F{0er)] + (1 - ra)[l - F(0O]} workers at home who
arereturn migrants, and there are N{(1 - ra) [F(6) - F(0er)] + [F(0f) -
F(d)] + ra[l - F(6f)]} = Mp workers who remain abroad.

Therefore, national output accrues from 2NF(6er) workers who each
produce wh

u, from mN[F(0) - F(0er)] workers who each produce wh
s times

their individual 0, and from (1 - m)N[l - F(0f)] workers who each
produce wh

s times their individual 6.

14 It bears emphasis that Proposition 5 also relies on an assumption made in Proposition
1, that is, that &}> 9. Otherwise, from equation (15.3),

as Ba
t< 0. It follows that equation (15.2), which requires that 0/be no smaller than da

t,
can never be satisfied, and accordingly migration never takes off.
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Denote by Vm(6e\ 6f) the long-run equilibrium value of the per-
period national output in the home country, net of the cost of education.
It follows that

Vm(0er,ef) =2NF(6er)wh
u + Nrh\°er(w^9- c)f(0) dO

JO

= N\lF(eer)wh
u + rh |t(w*0 - c)f(d)dd

L Joer

= N[2F{der)wh
u + \:,,{wh

se - c)f(8)dd

£ (wie - c)f(0) dd - Jj' (wh
se - c)f{6) de

9" = j ; [(1 - m)\l Of (6) dd + ( Of (6) dd + m\:, 6/(6) dd]

where

is the average ability of all migrant workers who stay abroad. The term
(w$p — c)Mp thus refers to the home-country output, net of the cost of
education, that the home country forgoes when Mp of its workers migrate
and stay in the foreign country. To recall, Mp is the per-period number
of home-country workers employed abroad in a steady state. Therefore,
per-capita output at home is

v ; 2N-MP

Thus, vm(8er, 6f) > v(0*) if and only if

> | [2wh
uF{9*) + J~ (wH

s6 - c)f(6) dd] - v(6*)

or if and only if
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> -[2wh
uF{6*) + J~(w,*0 - c)/(0) d0]

On manipulating the preceding equation, we obtain the following nec-
essary and sufficient condition for vm(0er, 6f) > v(0*):

Ap 1 1
v*0 - c - 2w* )/(0) d0 + fv(0*) - (w*0p - c)l f T-r- > 0

(15.10)

The first term in the curly brackets on the left-hand side of equation
(15.10) reflects the gain in per-capita output when the number of edu-
cated workers in the home country increases from N[l — F(0*)] to N[l
— F(6er)] as a result of the prospect of migration. In particular,

1 - c -2wh
u)f{0)dd = (wh

s6
d -c-2H>£)[F(0*) - F(0er)]> 0

if and only if w$d — c > 2wh
u, where 0d denotes the average skill level of

workers in the range [6e\ 0*]. Hence, the first term of equation (15.10)
is positive if and only if the average product of the increase in the edu-
cated workforce in the s sector, net of the cost of education, is higher
than the forgone output in the u sector. In particular, a sufficient condi-
tion for the foregoing is that w$er - c - 2wh

u > 0. From the definition of
0er, this requires that

which, for example, is satisfied for sufficiently small m and/or sufficiently
large c and k. From Proposition 3, it follows that w$er — c < w$* - c,
and from the definition of 0*, it follows that when /? = 1, w$* = 2wh

u +
c. Therefore, when /? = 1, w$er - c< 2wh

u. But if w$er - c - 2wh
u < 0, the

sufficient condition just referred to may not hold. That is, a gain in per-
capita income is less likely to occur. Recall our discussion in Section 2.3
in which we pointed out that when /J = 1, individual utility maximization
corresponds with the social optimum. Here again we find that when (5 =
1, it is less likely that the migration prospect will lead to an improve-
ment. However, if /? < 1, the smaller the /?, the larger the gain that will
result from the increase in education prompted by the prospect of migra-
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tion. This is nicely reflected by the increased likelihood that equation
(15.10) will hold.

The second term in the curly brackets on the left-hand side of equa-
tion (15.10) reflects the change in per-capita income resulting from a
reduction in total population due to the loss of educated workers. In
particular, this term is positive whenever the per-capita home-country
income of steady-state migrant workers, w$p - c, is less than the per-
capita home-country income in the absence of migration, v(0*). Note
that the larger the total number of workers abroad in a steady state (Mp),
the more significant will be the effect of this source of change in per-
capita output.

Proposition 6. The per-capita output in a country vulnerable to migra-
tion of skilled workers is higher than the per-capita output in a country
that is immune to migration if and only if equation (15.10) is satisfied.

6 Conclusions

When an economy opens up to migration, workers in the economy are
presented with a new set of opportunities and a new structure of in-
centives. Although the expansion of opportunities results in human-
capital depletion, the revised incentives induce human-capital formation:
Higher returns to skills in the foreign country prompt more skill-
formation in the home country. We have shown that the fraction of the
home-country workforce acquring education in the presence of migra-
tion opportunities is higher than the fraction of the home-country work-
force undertaking education in the absence of migration opportunities.

Migration is also associated with a changing information environ-
ment, implying, in particular, that foreign-country employers are imper-
fectly informed about the skill levels of individual migrant workers.
Consequently, migrants with different skill levels are pooled together,
and all are paid the same wage, which is based on the average product
of the entire cohort of migrants. The imperfect but nonzero capability of
employers to decipher true skill levels of individual migrants - captured
in the probability of discovery - results in return migration of both
the highest- and lowest-skilled migrant workers, whereas permanent
migrants are not drawn from the extremes of the skill distribution.
Employers nevertheless become less ignorant over time. As their expe-
rience with employing migrants builds up, the probability of discovery
rises. This progressive rise prompts a sequence of migratory moves char-
acterized by a rising average level of skills, until the probability of dis-
covery reaches its steady-state equilibrium.

Accounting for the steady-state goings, comings, and skill formation,
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360 Chau and Stark

we have shown that under well-specified conditions, per-capita output in
the home country is higher than what would have obtained had the
country been immune to migration altogether. An intriguing implication
of this is that if migration of skilled workers is allowed (rather than
hindered), the home-country population can enjoy higher welfare.15 A
drain of brains and a welfare gain need not be mutually exclusive, and,
as we have demonstrated, the former can be the very cause of the latter.

APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1. We proceed by stating the conditions under
which y{(d) > yr

t\0) and y{(6) > yr
t
u{6). Now,

y{(8) - yr
t
d{6) = (1 - mt){w& -k) + mt{w{0 - k)

-{\-mt){w{e*-k)-mt(w
h

s8)

if and only if 0 > 6. Similarly,

y{(0) - y?(6) = (1 - m&wft -k) + m,{wf
sd - k)

- ( 1 - m,\wh
se) -m,(wf

sd -k)>0

if and only if 6 < d{, with

It remains to be shown that 0{> 0 and that y*!(0) < max[yr
t
d(6),y{(0),

yr
t
u(0)} for all 6. Now,

H>* w{ - Wk
s

_ iv/0« kwh
s + fc(w/ - w h

s )

wh
s w*(iv/-iv*)

_ w{Qa
t _ wjd

>0
15 Note that this outcome holds independently of migrants remitting some or none of their

higher foreign earnings.
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if and only if 6a
t > 0 [where the first and the fourth equalities follow from

the definition of 0 = k/(wf
s - w*)].

In addition, for 0 < 0{,

yr
t
d(9) - y?(0) = (1 - mt){wfX - *) + mtw

h
90 - wh

s6

= (l-mt){wf
se?-k)-(l-mt)w*O

= (1- mt)(w
f
s0° -k- wh

s0) > 0

Hence yr
t
d{0) > y?(0) for 0 < 6{. Also, because y{(0) > yrd{6), it must also

be the case that y{(0) > yf(d) for 0 e [6>, 6{). Finally, for 0 > 0{9

y?{0) - y^e) = (l - mt)w
h

se + mt{w{o -k)- wh
se

= mt(w{0-k)-mtw*d

It follows, therefore, that for all 6 < 0,yt(0) = yr
t
d{0)\ 6 e [0, 0{),yt(6) =

y{(6); otherwise, yt(6) = y?(0), where yt{6), recall, is equal to

Proof of Proposition 2
1. The case of 0? < 6: We need to show that /3yt(6) > (1 + p)wh

u for
every 6 > 6e

t
r. From the proof of Proposition 1, we have, for all 6 < 6,

yt(e)=y?(0); Oe [ M O , ytf) = yHP)\ and otherwise, y ^ ) _ = y W ) -
Hence, it is sufficient to show the following: (A) for 6 e [0?r, 6), Pyr

t
d{0)

> (14- p X ; (B) for 0 e [0, 00, M * ) > (1 + PMl (C) ^["(0) > (1 +
i»)w* for 0 > 0/.

(A) By the definition of 0fr,

^y-K = mtw
h

s0? + (1 - mfXw/e; - *) - c

<=> i ^ w i J < mrw*e + (1 - mt)(w
f
s0* -k)-c

P

*>(l + P)wh
u<Py?{0)

for any 0 > 0fr. Clearly, it must also be the case that (1 + p)wh
u < Pyrd(0)

for any 0 e [0fr, 0).

(B) Making use of the definition of 0fr, suppose that 0fr < 0. We have

mtws

c < mtw
h
s6
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<=> ^-^-wh
u < m,w*O + (1 - m,){wf

s6t - it) - c
P

T w * < m<W° k) + ( i ™ M W k ) c
P

^-wh
u<m,{w{d-k) + {\-m,){Wf6t -k)-c = y{(9)

for every 0 > 0. Note that the next-to-last inequality follows from the
definition of 0 (H>{0 — k = w$). It follows, therefore, that for every
0 > 0, (1 + /3)wh

u < Pyf
t(6) whenever de

t
r < 0.

(C) Because y/(0) < yr
t
u(0) for 0 > 0£ it follows from (B) that (1 + p)wh

u

< fiyf
t(0) < Pyr

t
u(0) for every 6 > 0. In the proof of Proposition 1 we

have that 8{> 6. Hence, for every 6 > 0f(>0), (1 + fi)wh
u < fiy{(d) <

2. The case of Of > 0: We need to show that /3yt(d) > (1 + fi)wh
u for

every 0 > Of. In particular, we need to show the following: (D) for all
0 < 0, (1 + 0 X > 3^(0); (E) for 0 e [0, 0f), (1 + flw* > M » ) ; (F) for
0 G [ef, ell (i + i»)w* < M # ) ; (G) for 0 > el (i + ^w* < pyr

t%o).

(D) Suppose that 0fr > 0. By the definition of 0fr we have

c >^ w2 (1
P

^ > m ^ 0 + (1 - m,)(w{0f - Jk) - cwu m ^ 0 + (1 m,)
P

X ^ " > m^° + (X " m'X^r - k) - c = yr
t\e)

for 0 < 0. It follows, therefore, that for 0 < 0, (1 + p)wh
u > Pyr

t%e).

(E) We shall first establish that Of > 0. If 0fr ^ 0, we have

P

) ^ ^ 0

J mrw5

- ( 1 -mt)(w
f
se? -k) + c>mtw^e
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« !±£wh
u> mt(w{0 - k) + (1 - m,)K0? - k) - c = y{(0)

<=> of > o
where the next-to-last line follows from the definition of Of. Now, we
can make use of the definition of Of once more to establish that for
0 e [0, Of), (1 + fi)wh

u > fiyf
t{6). From the definition of Of we have

^ ? - k) - c
P

^ h > mt(w
f
se -k) + (l- mt)(w{0? -k)-c

P
for every 6 < 6f. It follows, therefore, that for every 6 < Of, (1 + fi)wh

u

> Pyl{6). This includes, of course, all 0 e [0, Gf).
(F) Making use of the definition of Of,

^ !o; -k)-c

~ f c ) ~ c

for every 0 > Of It follows, therefore, that for every 0 > Of, (1 + /})w*
< #y/(0)- This includes, of course, all 0 € [0,e/, 0/]-
(G) Recall that (F) states that#yf(0) > (1 + /3)wh

u for every 0 > 0f/.This
includes, as a subset, 0 > 0f so that for 0 > 0£ /?>>,(0) > (1 + fi)wh

u. But
for 0>0f, yf

m(0) > y/((?) or Pyr
t
u(0)> /3y{(0). Therefore, for 0 > 0f,

Proof of Proposition 3. We need to show that Of < 0*. From Figure
15.2, observe that to the left of 0, yr

t
d{0) > yf(0). Take 0 = Of. Because

y\d{0?) = mtw
h

s0? 4-(1 - mt)(w^ -k)-c

then

yf(er)=H'Xr-c
In addition

wh
s6T - wh

s6* < mtw
h
sd

e,r + (1 - m,)(wf
se^ -k)- wh

s0*
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where the next-to-last equality follows from the definition of Of, and the
last equality follows from the definition of 0*. Thus, wj0f < w$* or
e? < e*.

To show that Of < 0*, observe from Figure 15.2 that to the left of 0f
h

y{(0) > y?(0). Taking 0 = Of, we have

y{(ef) = mt{wf
s6f - *) + (1 - mt){wfX ~k)-c

y?{0f) = w*df-c
Hence

wh
s6f - wh

s0*< mt(w
f
s0f - k) + (1 - m f ) K 0 , a - k)- wh

s6*

= o
where the next-to-last equality follows from the definition of Of, and the
last equality follows from the definition of 0*. Thus, wh

s6f < w*d* or
e?<e*. •
The Slope of the Curve DD. Because the DD curve depends on both
0/and 6e

t\ we first make use of equation (15.4) to determine that

dor _ (i-m>;
dQa

t mtw
h

s

Differentiation of equation (15.6) yields

dei, 0,7(0/) erfjer) derfde; )
de{ F{e() - F(er) F[e() - F(er) dea, \de{ |DDJ

\ ef(e)de

e[f{e{) _ erfjer) de? (de°
F(of) - F(er) F{e{) - F(e?) de* [ \DD

F{e{)-F(er)
{or - W)Wr) ser (set

{F(e{) - F(er) F{e{) - F{er) ~"' ™'
i{ef,-e:)f{ef,)
AF{ef)-F(er)
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where the second-to-last equality follows from the definition of 0a
t in

equation (15.2). Hence, because 6{> 0?, a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for DD to be upward-sloping is that A > 0. To see that this is
indeed the case, note that

F{d{)-F{8?) dd?

F{8{)-F{d7) mlW
h

s

Proof of Proposition 4
1. We need to determine the relationships between 6j,j = a,f, er, and
the exogenous variables m,, c, and M>2, which are implicit in equations
(15.2)-(15.4). By totally differentiating equation (15.2), we get

F(8[)-F(er)

f df{d)dd

[F(e<)-F(er)]

F(ef)-F(er) ' F(ef)-F(or)

^ ^ d e { + d e r

F(e{)-F(er) F(d()-F(er)
where the next-to-last line follows from the definition of da

t in equation
(15.2). Because (6{- 0f) > 0 and {Of - (9?) < 0,0? is increasing in d{and
0fr.The foregoing derivation, of course, also confirms our claim in Section
4 that 0?is strictly increasing in 6{.

By totally differentiating equation (15.3), we obtain

de{=^-dea
t (15. A2)

Hence 0{ is increasing in 0a
t.

Turning now to the determination of 0?, we get, by totally differenti-
ating equation (15.4),
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mtwtws

(m,w*)2L P

m,ws

mtwsmtws mtws

( 1 5 - A 3 )

mtwtvvs

It follows that Of is increasing in w* and c, but decreasing in Q% Also,
because 6a

t> 6, by the assumption in Section 3.2, wf
sd

a
t — k > w$ — k =

WsO >_wffir, where the last inequality follows from our assumption that
6e

t
r < 9 in Section 3.2. Hence, 6e

t
r is increasing in ra,, all else remaining

constant.
We next examine the relationship between 0?and mf, holding all else

constant. By substituting equations (15.A2) and (15.A3) into equation
(15.A1), we obtain

MJN wh
s

)W')\{i-m)wf w{e:-k-wX dm\ d e

F(0[)-F(dr)l mlW
h
s ' mtW"s

=l_\(e:-er)f(on^-k-^er]dmi (15.A4)

where

r, _ x (o! - W)f(o() w! , (of - er)f{er) d - m>/
F{6{) - F(er) wh

5 F(d{) - F(dr) mtw
h

s

The numerator in the last line of equation (15.A4) is positive, because
wf

s0
a

t - k - wffi > 0. Therefore, 0a
t is increasing in mt if and only if

Q > 0, as stated in Proposition 4.
Substituting equation (15.A3) into equation (15.A1), keeping m, and

Wu constant, we obtain
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1 Ina f)er\f(f)er\ 1
dQa

t = — * ' ' , ; r dc (15.A5)
Q F{6f

t)-F{er)mtw
h
s

It follows that 6a
t is increasing in c if and only if Q > 0. Finally, holding

mt and c constant, we obtain, on substituting equation (15.A3) into
(15.A1),

l(e;enf(er)i+P dwt (15A6)

QF{e!)-F(e?)Pm,wh.

Hence 0a
t is also increasing in w£ if and only if Q > 0.

2. Turning now to 6f
t, from equation (15.A2) we obtain

wh
s dmt

Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition for 0fto be increasing in mt

is that dOaJdmt > 0. From equation (15.A4) we have already determined
that 6a

t is increasing in ra, if and only if Q > 0. It follows that Q > 0 is
necessary and sufficient for 0/to be increasing in mt.

In a similar fashion, we can determine, using equations (15.A2) and
(15.A5), that

4^
wh

s dc
It follows that Q\ is also increasing in c under the condition Q > 0,
because dda

tldc > 0, from equation (15.A5). Finally,

From equation (15.A6), dQa
tldwh

u > 0 if Q > 0; hence 6{is increasing in wh
u

under the condition Q > 0.

3. To determine the relationship between 6e
t
r and mh note, from equa-

tion (15.A3), that, all else remaining constant,

d0e
t
r = -- ~™ '"

rarv^, ^ n , m t w h
s

From equation (15.A4), we obtain the result that dda
tldmt > 0 if and only

if Q > 0. Because (w{da
t - k - wffi) > 0, as already pointed out in our

discussion following equation (15.A3), we have that 6e
t
r is increasing in

ra, if and only if
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mtw
h

s mtw
h

s dmt

or if and only if

(1 -mt)w{ dmt

as stated in equation (15.8).

Proof of Proposition 5. Because 0? > 0,

w?
_ w/flf - k wh

s6?

and hence there is positive migration at t = 1 with Mi = Mo + M\ > Mo

or, equivalently, m2 = m(Mi) > m(M0) = m\. Also, because Mt can be no
less than Mo, satisfaction of equation (15.6) implies that 6f(mh c, wj) >
Q\(mx, c, wJJ), and hence 6a

t(mh c, w*) > 9 for all f = 2, 3 ,4, . . . In addi-
tion, equation (15.6) also guarantees that 6{(mh c, wj) > 6{(mu c, wj),
because 6{ is increasing in mr for any £.

Finally, because 0? < 0, we have 6{> 6a
t > 0 > 0fr and M, = Af,_i + Mt

> Mt-i for all t. It follows immediately that Mt+i ^ Mr, / = 1 , 2 , . . .
Hence, the only long-run equilibrium probability of discovery must cor-
respond to the upper bound m. •

Existence. To determine whether or not there exists at least one set of
solutions 0/ (; = a,f,er) to equations (15.2)-(15.4), for every ra, that
satisfies the requirement in Proposition 1 that 6a

t > 0, we need only show
that there exists at least one 0f for every m, at which the 55 and DD
curves intersect. Once 0/is determined, equation (15.5) can be used to
determine 0?. Finally, the value of 0fr can also be calculated from equa-
tion (15.4) once 0?is determined.

Consider the right-hand side of equation (15.5). Note that as 0f-> °o,
0?-» oo. In addition, as 0/-> <*>, the right-hand side of equation (15.6) is
finite because, by assumption, 0 has a finite expectation. It follows that
for sufficiently large 0f, SS lies above DD. By the intermediate-value
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theorem, existence is guaranteed if and only if DD lies above SS for some
0{> 0, or if and only if

F(0{)-F{0r) w{

The requirement that there exist &0{> 0 such that DD lies above SS
guarantees that the equilibrium value oi 0?is strictly greater that 6. From
the definition of 6{ in Section 3, 6{ > 6 implies that

? >wh
s6 + k

? > wh
se + (w{ - wh

s)e

e? > wf
se
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